A BUILDING IS A LIVING THING

You borrow elements of earth and sky to shape it.

Metal.
Wood.
Stone.
Water.

Light and air and warmth.

And, if you have designed truly and well, your building will be vital and alive even a generation from today. The building materials you have chosen will hide their age beautifully, resisting weather and time. The heating plant you have specified can still be doing its job... unobtrusively, with a minimum of maintenance and a record of exceptional economy.

That is, if you have specified Oil Heat. Consider this one overriding fact: Oil Heat costs less, year after comfortable year.

BETTER HOME HEAT COUNCIL OF N. H., INC.
Affiliated with National Oil Fuel Institute
New England Fuel Institute

Upon request, we will be pleased to present figures for your perusal.
AVAILABLE FOR FIRST TIME TO THE BUILDING TRADE

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT FROM REVERE

NEW Revere DRYSEAL copper FLASHING

REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED

159 Temple Street
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Tel. 882-9729
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How can you get central air conditioning and humidity control that takes as little space in your home or business as the summer sun?

With a Gas flame. How else?

CONCORD LITHOGRAPH CO., CONCORD, N. H.

Modern high speed lithography is very dependent upon exact humidity control for perfect results.

Gas makes the difference in Cost, Reliability and Performance.
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Notes And Comments

The National Association of Home Builders Committee on Environmental Design recently faced a number of issues and conflicts when it held the first INTERDISCIPLINARY CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN. In fact, the participants early discovered the great chasms which exist in understanding, definition and communication.

The excerpts which follow represent a selection from the booklet "31 Minds Explore Our Environment" available from NAHB.

"Our environment today is an eccentrically tailored cloak which enfolds all — but fits few. It binds here and chafes there, impairing the circulation and causing widespread irritation. The seams are frayed. Threadbare patches need reweaving, stains need removing. But the fabric of this universal cloak has plenty of wear in it, which is a good thing because it is the only one we have. It won't last forever in a conscionable state, however, unless it stops being torn, trampled and tossed in the corner.

"Our environment urgently needs restyling, mending, and sprucing up. This we know because our senses and sensibilities tell us so. But how do we go about evaluating the work to be done? To achieve which ends? To preserve which values? To create which new ones?

"These are questions for anyone and everyone to ponder, for each man is his own expert in conceiving of the kind of world he wishes to experience. Some, however, are more accountable than others for environment's sake, and perhaps none more so than the men who build the houses we live in."

As one means of taking stock the Committee on Environmental Design was formed.

"If they were to provide a useful guideline and stimulation for their fellow builders, they themselves would need help and prodigious amounts of it from almost every imaginable source. For neither the builder, nor the architect nor the city planner can hope to embrace, much less master, the infinitely complex factors which make for the total natural and man-made environment."

The NAHB believes that these excerpts from the verbal give-and-take as it was tape-recorded during the conference provide an abundance of challenges to be faced up to, research inquiries to be pursued, actions to be taken.

The vocational diversity of the conference is notable... a philosopher, an acoustical engineer, a clergyman, three architects, an ecologist, an air pollution commissioner, a housing official, a psychiatrist... city planners, judge and social worker, etc., etc.

"What made this conference remarkable to begin with, was that it took place at all... These distinguished men and women seemed to be saying that whoever one is, and whatever one's personal share or vocational
predilections, the environment we share is worthy of everyone's concern and involvement."

As a side note, the participants were grouped in two ways. That is, grouped with people of common vocational interest and experience, and grouped with those with whom they shared little professional and vocational experience or training.

"Where I live, we have no real gripe with home builders," said one minister from an urban slum area, "Because they do not build homes where I live . . . When they do come into the neighborhood, they kick us out and build housing for other people to come in and take our place." He continued, "Young people come to my church who are alive, who feel something in life for them. I see them playing in the gymnasium and I see their vitality. I know that in a few short years these same young people will have lost their vitality; their hopes and their creativity will have been destroyed. In reality, while they are playing there, they are really dead — dead because of the environment in which they are living."

While his points may seem brutal and out of place in a state that is wooded over 80% of its land area some comments about trees and environment will seem more to the point . . . even though it may not be a point we wish to face.

"What's so good about a tree?"

"Let me throw out what may be a bombshell to you," warned one of the participants. "I save trees. I love to preserve the landscape. I try to build our communities to suit the topography. Now, I'm not so sure I know why . . . I have been told that it's a good thing to do. My constant plea with some of our conservationist friends is — what are we conserving and for whom? Take these great conservation areas for people. Do they want this?"

Dr. Abraham Kaplan followed: "What is so good about it is that it is not experienced as a product of a design committee, nor as the result of the efforts of an association of builders. (laughter) A tree has what you might call a purposiveness without a purpose. There is something meaningful in this existence but it is meaningful in a way that is not threatening and that is not constrictive to me as an individual . . . The first aspect of the environmental problem we face, I think, is what has happened to our sense of our relationship with nature, or the environment in general. Increasingly we view our environment as something with which we are in competition. We think in terms of competition, or conquest — and not only in terms like 'conquest of space.' Space is something to get through to get across or to get over, rather to live in (or with) . . . The best that we can do, in our conception of nature and our relation to it, is to feel it is, if not an enemy, then an inert resource. It's material for exploitation. We have no emotional invest-
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Large installations with steady load requirements will probably use Sprague's #6 Fuel Oil. Municipal and commercial installations with automatic controls and intermittent load requirements can profitably use Sprague's #4 Distillate Fuel Oil. Let Sprague give you engineering help in comparing your fuel costs.
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YW-YMCA
in Nashua, N.H.

Architect — Carter and Woodruff
General Contractor — Davison Construction Company
Photographer — Jon Hardie

The temptation in building a "Y", is to construct a box large enough for a pool, gymnasium, locker rooms and social areas, then, to fill this box with a maze of tunnels. So the boys don't run into the business men... or the girls... So the boys can't go to the pool without going (at least) past a shower, etc. Though a temptation, it's hard to avoid.

The initial project called for a YW only. However, it is demonstrably less expensive to build one pool and one gymnasium instead of two. It might be less expensive to combine the sexes, but it doesn't simplify other problems which are, basically, traffic and accessibility.

The entering member must be able to get to a particular activity or meeting with minimum effort and confusion. And, he or she must not burst through a steam room full of business men to get to the ping pong table. The traffic problem was resolved...
in the following ways. The activity areas are isolated from one another by the entrance lobby. Physical activity areas on the left when entering from the street...social areas on the right. Going left, access to the pool is direct for meets or through a locker/shower room; access also to other areas...steam room, squash court, etc. To the right, are the social/club areas...Upstairs for adults with first the men's section then the women's section and lounge, and downstairs for young people. The physical areas are broken down 50/50 with women, girls and eventually boys on the left and business men and senior members on the right.

The problem of accessibility was resolved, again, through the use of the lobby. The entrance lobby represents a tenuous link between activity areas. It permits sorting of traffic as well as control of activities. The various activity areas may be sealed off

_Co_tiued_on_Pag_e_31_
Modern dance class practicing in the gymnasium.
Long view past the club/social wing to the gymnasium.

View of the rear court with offstreet parking.
Detail from second floor of lobby.

View down the youth floor of the social wing.

All ages share in activity.
Detail of stepped canopy.
Professional Building
Nashua, N.H.

Architect — Guy Wilson
General Contractor — Ralph T. Harper
Photographer — Jon Hardie
Combine 1 Ear, Nose and Throat specialist, 1 oral surgeon, a public accountant and an architect, and design a single structure which would satisfy them all. The professional building satisfies these particular requirements as well as the requirements of seven other medical specialists. The building is not to be confused with a clinic though it provides a central point for a range of human needs... as well as proximity to a major hospital in Concord.

The two-story structure is of a standard wood stud construction with brick veneer. Built upon a sloping site, the patients or clients have access to either level through parking areas convenient to the respective lobbies. This is of particular advantage to the disabled or elderly patient. The building houses ten suites of which two are shared.

It also houses a laboratory used by the medical profession, and an X-ray office.

The building originally grew out of a need of two of the occupants for specific space requirements; other members of the present corporation became associated with the project in the design stage. This permitted the structure to be molded to the very special requirements of each tenant and prevent all but minimum change after completion of the structure.

Utilizing a sloping peaked roof in a wooded area, the building retains a warmth quite conducive to a homelike atmosphere. In addition extensive use was made of fieldstone retaining walls wherever possible... this further pre-aged the building giving the recently completed structure a greater feeling of permanence. Both of these points add up to a more relaxed patient and client.

The building is double glazed throughout and centrally heated and locally air conditioned, providing individual control and enabling multiple operations between seasons. That is, the building may be heated in the morning and cooled in the heat of day, then heated at night, providing an optimum environment for the various offices. Because of the wood stud construction and use of laminated wood joists all floors and partitions have blanket insulation providing good acoustical insulation as well as any desired temperature differential between offices.

Lighting is an important factor in doctors and architects offices; levels of over 100 ft. candles are provided in all main areas, in some areas much more. The noncritical areas such as consultation rooms where a more relaxed atmosphere is necessary have lower levels. In addition, use has been made of glazing to provide interesting views under and through the large maples that form a semi-circle around the site.

Because of economy, the initial structure was built for approximately $188,000, special finishes were used sparingly and...
Laboratory facilities for resident doctors.

only in selected areas. Rough sawn solid walnut and carpeting as well as textured acoustical tile provided sound deadening as well as variation to the smooth office walls. As aforementioned the building has a peaked roof, which on the upper floors provides vaulted ceilings which relieve the squareness of the offices.

The building was built on slab and there is a double roof with a ten year gravel finish coat; in between, the floors are tiled and the lobbies are surfaced with slate and an open, airy feeling is obtained through extensive glazing. The first floor lobby with its double vaulted ceiling extends to the pavement for maximum comfort in foul weather and also houses a medical office. The effect of this secondary pitch is to give a stronger horizontal expression and to break up the common structure of a box with a triangle above.

The site has been extensively landscaped in addition to the retention of a number of large trees which skirt the site. This vertical feeling is picked up in the surface treatment of the building with sections of brick framed between the lighter glazed and painted areas.
Detail of fieldstone retaining wall.

Medical office and consultation room.
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Very near the fast-growing campus of the University of New Hampshire are the parish facilities of the St. Thomas More Parish, the rectory and the original church and the new Catholic Youth Center. The local parish priest had long dreamed of a facility where not only the youth of the parish but the Catholic students could study, relax and enjoy the recreational facilities of a gymnasium/auditorium. With the approval of the Bishop of Manchester, Fr. O'Conner raised the funds necessary for a building that would provide all of the above facilities plus expanded room for Sunday School classes and expanded Newman Club facilities.

In order to provide the most economical structure, the build-

Continued on Page 27
Woodland Residence

Owner — Col. & Mrs. Desmond Canavans
Architect — E. H. & M. K. Hunter
Photographer — Jon Hardie

The Canavan house erupts dramatically from its wooded site, yet it retains both warmth and configuration with the site. Sounds paradoxical but it’s true. The house was conceived directly from the needs of the client. The owner is a Colonel, his wife a librarian. They have three children, two girls and a boy, all teenagers, and one of them is away at college.

The requirements are paraphrased as follows: ‘design a house to meet the present needs of privacy for the children to a maximum degree. Do this in such a way that the privacy area can be transformed into a rental unit when they all leave the nest and when we retire. Don’t go off the deep end, financially, but do the structure in a manner that reflects our taste ... and yours.’

Solution or perhaps resolution of these requirements was achieved through the use of two cubes and a connecting helix. Though the cubes are very formal they are highly economical. But, orienting them to the existing slope vertically and rotating them on the horizontal axis, the buildings acquire an identity as well as a common view/or outlook. As is often the case when you add one thing you remove something else at the same time. While the buildings could have been constructed or designed with a right angle orientation to one another, both units would have suffered from the loss of winter sun in the heavily-wooded site. But by orienting the cubes with an intersecting view, privacy in the respective areas is lost. This problem was resolved by extending the walls and roof of each cube out beyond the glass wall line. While this selectively controls privacy it also brings the site into the building and vice versa. This feeling was further amplified by bringing the outer redwood rough-sawn sheathing into the house in various areas.

Further rapport with the site was established through the use of existing site stone for the visible foundations. Because the site contains a great deal of ledge, use of site stone pried from the ledge down to bedrock enables a more natural transition from site to cube.

The whole design concept can be viewed in another way. That is, in terms of the nature of the site itself. Because of various ledge outcroppings and numer-

Continued on Page 20
ous small trees, both of which make for a complex or busy building platform, every attempt must be made to provide a structure which is conceived with the utmost simplicity. The cubes have this inherent simplicity and simple formality.

From the ground up, the cubes are built upon ledge with outer foundations of site rock pried from the ledge. Within, cement block is the bearing material. This platform is faced with a four-inch concrete slab in which are imbedded radiant hot water heating coils. The walls are wood post and beam (4” x 12”), and contain large sections of glass in specific areas. Outer wall covering is, as mentioned, rough sawn redwood sheathing. This is also brought in and supplemented with sheetrock.
Painted, papered or covered with wall burlap.

The roof is a water and snow retaining type. Though this seems to be inherently problematical, it provides cooling through evaporation in the summer and lots of free insulation in the winter. The roof is, in fact, 3” fir decking which is exposed in the interior, fully insulated, with tar coverings.

In addition to these basic structural ingredients, there are other special forms and units which refine and complete the cubes. A skylight has been used in the entrance foyer to provide daylight in an area which would not normally be exposed to direct sun. The entrance walk is of site stone, and flagstone, and because of the severe formality of the building...
Detail of helix and rear entry to lower site.

Model placed at site gives light orientation.
St. Paul’s Church
And Parish House

White River Junction, Vt.

Architect — Frank Barrett
General Contractor — Bergson Construction Co., Keene, N. H.
Photographer — Walt St. Clair

A problem common to parishes in larger towns and cities in New England is outgrowing older colonial or nineteenth century structures, that have served their needs up to now.

Mr. Barrett was charged with the following program and requirements, by the existing parish and The Bishop of Vermont. The structure must not exceed $75,000 in cost. It must seat “X” number of present members plus “X” number of anticipated new parishioners. The parish house must have a GOOD kitchen.

While the Episcopal Church is a liturgical church, the contemporary direction of thought says that this liturgy must be brought to the people and the people should share in the service . . . and the service conducted with them rather than down to them.

For this reason, the altar has been brought down to the congregation and the congregation placed around it. The church, itself, is a perfectly square structure with a vaulted ceiling. While this seems far from contemporary, the main aisle is on the diagonal and extends into the narthex, so that upon entering the church the primary feeling is of immediacy with the altar. This feeling is supplemented by the broad horizontal floor plan as opposed to the classical church or cathedral where the view of the altar is high and at a distance. The interior of the church is mahogany paneling with exposed beams. The entire structure has a Tectum ceiling for reason of economy.

In place of the traditional stained glass panels, Kalwall units in vivid colors are used. Of special note is the font, which was retained from the old church as a symbol of continuity.

The floors in the present structure are vinyl tile on concrete slab. The narthex has Vermont slate on slab. Heating in the new church is central-zoned, forced hot water.

The roof structure is laminated wood beams and trusses. This provides a dramatic note to the church proper as the folded roof structure converges above the altar. The cross has been brought out into the church while the pulpit has been placed behind the altar and above it. This is reminiscent of churches built a few centuries ago.

The present church and parish house are built upon a corner lot with the site plan calling for off-street parking in the rear.

The present church seats 172 including the choir. The parish house seats 120 for dinners or meetings.

Glazing throughout is double awning or casement type, and the outer walls are brick which offer a contrast to the Kalwall and white opal glass inserts in white panels.
Meeting and dining room.
View toward altar from narthex.

baptismal font seen from the narthex.
Views of narthex and kitchen.
ing was designed with a basic square in mind. This would house the Gym/Auditorium. The various other rooms were to form a U around the gym. The structure was to be built between the existing church and a boundary brook. The limiting requirement was that the new structure must in no way dominate, dwarf or detract from the existing church structure. The architect was quite concerned with the 'dogma of rectangles,' but it was a challenge to provide a dignified and pleasant structure within the very limited budget. And, at the same time provide for maximum durability and minimum maintenance.

The final structure is a one-story brick and block masonry structure. Because of the very high water table caused by the nearby brook, the cost of providing a basement was out of the question with the limited budget. The present floor is a reinforced concrete slab placed above compacted bank-run grav-
Continued from Page 27

el fill. The exterior masonry walls are placed on solid concrete foundations and footings, and are of load-bearing cinder block faced with hard-burned water struck red brick. The brick was obtained from a local source to match both the church and the rectory. The interior walls are of glazed cinder block in the foyer, snack bar, corridors and toilets. The block is painted in the study rooms and selectively panelled with pre-finished oak and walnut paneling in the offices, library and lounge. The proscenium arch and stage front in the gym also feature the paneling.

The exterior of the building is of modernized colonial with eight over eight small window panes with slanted shutters and the overhanging eaves are faced with colonial moldings.

Of special note is the front entrance portico. It is of pierced masonry block with red brick crosses built into the light block. During the day, the crosses appear in their true Latin or Greek form, but at night, under artificial illumination, they become similar to the form of the cross Moline.

Beyond this entrance portico is the foyer that leads directly to the gymnasium/auditorium,

Symbol of MACMILLIN CRAFTSMANSHIP

THIS FLAG DISPLAYED AT THE SITE OF EACH MACMILLIN CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SYMBOLIZES THE SKILL AND PRIDE OF NEW ENGLAND CRAFTSMANSHIP WHICH IS BUILT INTO EVERY STRUCTURE

VERMONT STRUCTURAL SLATE CO., INC.
Fair Haven, Vermont
(Established 1859)

Producers and finishers of natural Vermont slate in unfading colors of permanent beauty.

Consider The Uses Of This Quality Building Material:

FLOORING — VENEER SLABS FOR SPANDRELS & CURTAIN WALL PANELS — EXTERIOR & INTERIOR WINDOW SILLS — WALL COPING — BASE — STAIR TREADS — ROOFING
or left to the library study, or right to the recreation room, meeting and classrooms etc. The floors throughout are terrazzo for ease of maintenance, and, because of the budget limitations carpets were not provided. In order to effect a compromise, the floors are rubbercrete terrazzo which cuts down on the noise and acts as a cushion.

In the washrooms all fixtures are wall-hung to provide ease of maintenance, with all partitions ceiling-hung for the same reason.

The library/study is walnut panelled and indirect lighted and because of a folding walnut panelled door, the entire study lounge and library may be converted to single use as a large meeting room.

Throughout the building the walls are done in soft green and brown pastels, and the ceilings are fissured acoustical tile.

Double doors lead to the Gymnasium/Auditorium with its own indirect soft lighting and stage complete with spots, concealed footlights, and two dressing rooms. The Auditorium, stage and dressing rooms have floors of narrow northern hard maple firmly laid on grouted steel channels which are securely fastened to the reinforced concrete floor. The walls of the auditorium are painted acrylic sauterne with a beige wainscot. The proscenium arch is walnut panelled, and below the stage floor is a storage area whose curved front is closed with seven doors featuring walnut panelling and bronze hardware. Around the proscenium arch, liberal use has been made of oak. The stage is approached through two sliced red oak solid core doors, which are used throughout the structure.

When the gymnasium is in

Continued on Page 30
Continued from Page 29

use, the stage area is protected by a net and protective padding. The gymnasium has become so popular during evening hours with non-catholic students that the Father has begun to assess a yearly dues figure from all those not paying dues to the Newman Club. Presently, the gymnasium is open until midnight with informal basketball games and during the week on Wednesdays for a special program.

Adequate heat for the building is provided by a sectional cast iron boiler which is oil-fired and functions through two zones. The boiler also provides domestic hot water for the toilets and dressing rooms.

Four fresh-air ducts with adjustable grills service the auditorium and are augmented by three variable speed roof vent fans.

While Fr. O’Conner has been with the parish, he has benefited from a new parish Church in 1952, a rectory in 1957 and the new Catholic Youth Center.
at the lobby to permit individual activities to go on without opening the whole building to traffic.

This is quite important because each group has activities which typify it in addition to those activities, such as swimming, which are shared. And there are groups. There are girls, teenage girls, mothers and business women. And there are boys, teenagers, business men, senior members . . . and they all want private use of the pool, gymnasium or meeting rooms . . . etc.

These are the clients, and it is to these diverse individuals that the YW-YMCA is oriented. These are vigorous, active clients and the solution is a vigorous, boldly-structured complex.

The site: a corner lot in a residential area quite near the main street of Nashua. It is a sloping site, and good use has been made of this asset to minimize the dimensions inherent in the physical activity areas. The site is in fact an old river Continued on Page 36
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**STRUCTURAL STEEL**

**ORNAMENTAL IRON WORK**

White River

Structural Steel Co.

White River Junction, VT.

Telephone 295-3920

---

WE ARE PROUD TO BE PART OF THESE INSTALLATIONS:

- The new YMCA in Nashua
- The Professional Building in Concord
- The Catholic Students’ Center in Durham

LAWRENCE PLATE & WINDOW GLASS CO., Lawrence, Mass.

DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO., Manchester, N. H.

DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO., Haverhill, Mass.

---

The most exciting current development in modern school construction . . .

**THE CONCEPT OF THE ALL-ELECTRIC SCHOOL!**

The initial investment for a thrifty flameless electric heating system is considerably lower. The operating costs are competitive while its maintenance costs are negligible. Space saving features allow for more flexibility in architectural design. What’s more, flameless electric heat is clean, comfortable and safe!

**THE SWITCH IS ON TO FLAMELESS ELECTRIC HEATING**

Public Service Company of New Hampshire

---
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ment in nature, no identification with it. We stand apart from it and feel free to do as we choose with respect to it.

"The significance of the tree is that such a really large part of our environment — for most of us, effectively, all of it — is something that was made by other people who presumably had certain purposes, certain ideas, certain ends in mind. And because of their humanity, we are impelled toward a sense of identification or kinship with these people; but we cannot accept this kinship. The environment was made without consulting us, and without allowing for any possibility of our development in it. Therefore, I regard as the first problem, a restoration of the sense of nature; or, for my part, I would be equally content to say a restoration of the sense of divinity, or The Sense Of 'Something' in the relationship between man and this great world not of his making."

He was followed by landscape architect Garrett Eckbo. "In America we haven't thought about the environment in qualitative terms. It has just been something to exploit, basically. This, of course, goes back to the frontier. We only think of quality environment in very small areas like civic centers and high class housing. Of course, there is a changing relationship between quantity and quality. You look at a city and say, 'we need more parks.' So then you open up some green space, and that's a qualitative change. But if you don't design it well, it may never be anything more than a quantitative change.

"How can the emphasis be changed from quantity to quality? We really have to go through a whole process of national rethinking," Mr. Eckbo believes. "There is nothing anywhere in American general education that has anything to do with the quality of the physical environment. You can hardly find a word, and this is a staggering gap in a country that thinks of itself as one of the best..."
BUILD anything you can think of... BETTER with MONADNOCK BLOCK

ABODE, AERIE, AIRPORT, ALCOVE, ALCAZAR, ALMSHOUSE, ANCHORAGE, APARTMENTS, ARCADE, ARENA, ASSEMBLY-HALL, ASYLUM, AUDITORIUM, BAR, BARN, BARRACKS, BASEMENT, BIER, BOARDINGHOUSE, BOOTH, BUNGALOW, BUSINESS BLOCK, CABIN, CAFETERIA, CAMP, CANTEN, CASTLE, CELL, CHALET, CHIMNEY, CHURCH, CLOISTER, CLUBHOUSE, COLONNADE, COMPOUND, COOP, CORRAL, COURTHOUSE, COTTAGE, COWSHED, CROFT, DAIRY, DEN, DIKE, DOCK, DOGHOUSE, DOMICILE, DORMITORY, DRILL-HALL, DUPLEX, DWELLING, EATING-PLACE, ENCLOSURE, ESTAMINET, FARMHOUSE, FENCE, FIREPLACE, FLAT, FOOTINGS, FORGE, FOYER, FUNERAL-HOME, GALLERY, GARAGE, GIN-MILL, GRILLE, GYMNASIUM, HACIENDA, HANGAR, HEARTH, HOME, HOSPITAL, HOTEL, HUTCH, IGLOO, INN, KENNEL, KITCHEN, KIOSK, KRAAL, LAUNDROMAT, LEAN-TO, LIBRARY, LOBBY, LODGE, LOFT, LOVENEST, LOUNGE, MANOR-HOUSE, MANSION, MARKET, MANUFACTURING PLANT, MEETING-HOUSE, MESS HALL, MEZZANINE, MOAT, NURSERY, OFFICE, OUTBUILDING, PADDOCK, PALACE, PAVILION, PEN, PENTHOUSE, PIAZZA, PIER, PLAYROOM, PORCH, POSADA, PUB, PUMPHOUSE, QUADRANGLE, QUARTERS, QUAY, RESIDENCE, REST HOME, RETREAT, ROOKERY, ROTUNDA, SALOON, SANCTUM, SANITARIUM, SCHOOL, SNUGGERY, SPA,STALL, STORE, STUDIO, STY, UNDERPINNING, UNISPHERE, VAULT, VERANDAH, VESTIBULE, VILLA, WALL, WELL, WHARF, YARD, ZOO.

ARTHUR WHITCOMB, inc.

KEENE. 725 MAIN ST.
BRATTLEBORO. 300 S. MAIN ST.

PHONE 352-0101
PHONE 254-9488
Continued from Page 32

The average citizen grows up and it never occurs to him that there is a question of quality of environment, in any kind of overall design terms.”

This same subject came up in one of the small group discussions when one member commented on the desirability of developing regional design characteristics.

Dr. Kaplan: “the landscape differs in various regions and the buildings should differ too; it should reflect the face of nature in a given area.”

Walter Laird, a marketing executive: “this is one of the big problems in environment generally, I think, the tendency to homogenize everything around the country and blot out these regional differences.”

John Meyer, architect: “I would offer another suggestion in this same area. I look at lots of high school graduates’ work — portfolios of one sort or another. Very few of these students have ever had any experience in visual arts and visual science. Virtually none have done any painting, drawing or sculpting in elementary and high school. My own feeling is that there is very little visual culture in our country, and this is our problem.”

Mr. Weiner, a builder: “All of us know what it is to make a built-in mistake that you’ve got to live with for forty or fifty years. Using the best facilities that we have, we have no choice but to base our designs on what has stood the test of time. We don’t have any literature. We don’t have any conceptual terms which acknowledge the changes that are taking place in environmental design. We haven’t yet learned to cope with the automobile, and we’ve had it with us for God knows how many years.”

Architect Chloethiel Woodard Smith: “We may be treated like a subcontractor but we are the generalists of this world. We have to do things with our hearts. We have to pull things out of people that they don’t
know they want. The rest of you contribute parts to the environment, but we are the people who have to put them all together and come out with a town or a park or a building.”

Every city, Mr. Weis pointed out, is constitutionally a creature of the state; and as our great population centers have expanded and spilled across state lines the need for regional decision-making has grown desperate. Weis described how the problem has grown: “The federal government takes a look at an area and says, ‘we’re pouring an awful lot of money into the interstate highway system here, and an awful lot of money into air and water pollution controls and into open space programming. So let’s make it a contingency with out loans that there be some kind of regional decision-making process set up.’ Well, what they’ve done is to set up six different and competing planning operations in each region. The highway boys comprehensively plan the highways. The park boys comprehensibly plan the parks. And so on. What needs to be done now is to comprehensively — comprehensively plan. We need to get all of these separate regional plans together and develop some kind of an ability to achieve a regional synthesis.”

What Mr. Weis urged is but one manifestation of the need not to play God, but as builder Kenneth Freeman put it, “To show and conclusively substantiate that we can all get together in concert and communicate and interpret.
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bottom. This necessitated the use of 17' pilings both for stability of the existing structure and in anticipation of two residence stories to be added above the present social/club wing. Parking for the “Y” is at the rear and a number of white birches have been retained near the parking area. When the meeting hall wing is built these trees will be in the center of the back court. At the present they provide a foil to the strong horizontal lines of the social/club wing as well as helping to break up the massiveness of the physical section.

The buildings themselves are brick, block, cement and pre-stressed concrete TEES. Cement was chosen for economy and was originally planned to be sandblasted to obtain texture. Economy and durability forced the use of popover brick as the texture element, and in fact, it is quite effective. The wind/brace columns which are placed around the physical wing do not touch ground but rest upon the cement platform/wall. Because of this visual discontinuity the massive roof gains a degree of lightness. The roof in the physical activity wing is composed of pre-stressed precast Giant Tees up to 79' long. These structural units offer a visual rhythm which was to be carried throughout the building in the form of the structural concrete pans. Viewed from the outside the open areas between tees offer additional light as well as visual darkness which helps to relieve the mass.

The entrance from the street is through a vigorous stepped cement canopy using massive and somewhat abstract concrete shapes as railings and hand holds. This canopy relieves the vertical mass of the gymnasium immediately to the left.

The buildings are completely fireproof save for furniture. In addition, a number of special requirements were faced in design. The steam room is triple-glazed. The sash in the swimming area is stainless steel. The pool is ceramic-tiled, and the ventilation ducts in the pool area are
copper sheeting. Both the copper sheeting and the stainless steel sash were necessary because of the high humidity + chlorine atmosphere in the pool area. Because of the budget the entire building initially proposed was not built. However for this reason and in anticipation of future needs a great deal of conduit was installed and left free for intercoms and other wired systems.

The entire structure cost approximately $780,000, and enclosed close to 43,000 square feet. All of the pool pumps and water heating units have been duplicated and are used alternately. The roof is built-up tar and gravel.
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the cube shapes, large white circular lights have been placed adjacent to all entrances and exits . . . to act as a foil.

The descending helix connecting the two cubes has been used both as a connecting unit as well as an effective storage area. By facing the road side of the helix with the storage walls, privacy is retained. The down slope side has full length glass panels for visual accessibility to the site as well as midmorning and afternoon light in an otherwise darkened passageway.

Notable also is the deck just off the dining/living area. A very enjoyable place to relax or dine in the warm months.

By dropping the combined structures below a ledge outcropping, maximum privacy as well as sound insulation is obtained. Above this ledge and at street level is a carport and garden tool storage area.

In retrospect or looking back upon the wooded site from the primary access road, RT 10 north of Hanover, it is pleasing to note the house is completely insulated from view and for all practical purposes isn’t there at all . . . to the general public . . . It’s comforting to know that the "woods is full of them" . . . and the trees have not been summarily denuded for rapidity of construction.
Barretto Granite Corp.

Oak Street
Tel. 673-2373
Milford, N. H.

SUPPLIERS OF GRANITE
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A current project —

11th STREET BRIDGE OVER ANACOSTIA RIVER
Washington D.C.

GRANITE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Industrial Insulation Contractors

GRANITE STATE
INSULATION CO., INC.

8 LAVISTA STREET
MANCHESTER, N. H. TEL. 624-1726

Heating and Air Conditioning Insulation
at Hampshire Chemical Plant in Nashua, N. H.

Pipe Insulation at the Hall of Flags — Capitol Building, Concord, N. H.

Plumbing and Heating Insulation — Sunset Heights School, Nashua, N. H.

Architect: Carter and Woodruff
Engineer: Frederick J. Turner

FITZMORRIS PLUMBING & HEATING CO. INC.

Automatic Fire Protection Equipment,
Plumbing & Heating Contracting & Engineering

WHITEFIELD • 837-2503 • NEW HAMPSHIRE

J. P. FITZMORRIS, President and General Manager

BERGERON CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

74 Gilsum St. P.O. Box 287
Keene, N.H. Tel: 352-4447

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
for
ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
AND PARISH HOUSE
White River Junction, Vt.
From pavement to paying space in only five months...with STEEL

STEEL pays off sooner.

Take the case of the 5½ deck, 262-car parking facility built by the Lubbock National Bank in Texas, for example.

Steelwork was completed in just 16 working days, and only five months after construction started, cars began to roll in. This is three months faster than a nearby parking deck constructed of concrete.

Here's what this meant to the owner in additional income — income which could never have been realized if the parking deck had not been ready three months earlier.

*Extra rental income for the owner:*
1 month earlier completion — $4,490
2 months earlier completion — $8,980
3 months earlier completion — $13,470

Building with steel always pays off—and not just in income. Steel's other payoffs include lower construction costs and larger clear-span areas.

Lyons Iron Works Inc. "Steel When You Want It"

62 Maple Street Manchester, N. H.
Call DENSMORE For Fast Delivery of Clay Products

Suppliers of quality
BRICK, TILE
&
MASONRY SUPPLIES
for over half a century.

Densmore Brick Company
MAIN OFFICE & PLANT LEBANON, N. H. TEL. 448-4360
PLANT, ESSEX JUNCTION, VT. TEL. 878-3341

Married Students' Apartment
Keene State Teachers College
Keene, N. H.
Arch.: John Holbrook
Contractor: MacMillin Co., Inc.
Keene, N. H.

When the PROJECT demands PRECISION...

Call MAKEPEACE for

K&E SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS DRAFTING MATERIAL

- Rentals and Repairs
- Reproductions of all kinds
- Tapes
- Hand Levels

Phone COpley 7-2700

B. L. MAKEPEACE Inc.
1266 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.